NEWS RELEASE
For immediate release:

Pulsonix Announces The Release Of Version 3.0

TEWKESBURY, UK, February 2004 - WestDev Limited, the UK developer of the Pulsonix Schematic capture and PCB design system announced the release of version 3.0 of this popular package.

This exciting new release expands an already high performance toolset targeting design and manufacturing processes. With new features covering Design Variants, ODB++ export and Star/Delta point support, designers are able to produce advanced designs using tools built into the standard product. Version 3.0 also releases an enhanced library, support for Groups; a measure tool; plus other new features and enhancements.

Pulsonix imports as standard, designs and libraries from PADS, OrCAD, Protel, P-CAD, CadStar, Accel, Eagle, and Ultiboard. Pulsonix is a fully integrated Schematic Capture, Simulation and PCB Layout suite supported on Windows platforms '98 to XP.

Pricing and Availability
Pulsonix is a Schematic Capture, Simulation and PCB Layout toolset and is available at $1,395 to $4,950 for node-locked systems.

About Pulsonix
Pulsonix is the first all new, high-level 32 bit Windows PCB design solution to be developed for many years and was first launched in March 2001. It incorporates an advanced architecture created specifically to simplify the process of implementing new technology features and product enhancements. From concept to implementation, every feature of the Pulsonix product has been thought through, culminating in a powerful yet easy-to-use design suite. Without the normal legacy baggage that accompanies most PCB design systems, Pulsonix breathes new life into the market.
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For more information about Pulsonix, or to obtain product screen shots, please contact Bob Williams on: +44 (0)1684 773 700 or bobw@pulsonix.com